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Progress so far

This week I have continued working on creating global variables to store data about the events that are created and then to use those as the data source for the UITableView on the home screen.

I have continued studying how to make a request to then pass this data to the Google App engine.

I have also continued working on making sure that a request occurs when a location is searched for from a screen that is not the first in the stack, but farther down (so on the new event screen as opposed to the home screen).

I have not been able to make a video for this week because there is no visual evidence of my work so far as I have been working more on some code.
Final Future Goals

- My plan now is to finish a prototype of the app when I return back home. After this, I will be able to begin writing my final report and start working on my poster presentation.
- As time allows I can begin to focus more on the user interface of the app, making sure that it is easy to use and is aesthetically appealing.
My weekend stay in Melbourne! Top: My friend’s house and the beach and pier right nearby on my morning run. Bottom: at a park and an art gallery displaying Australian artists’ work. Top: At the 10 day Ekka festival in Brisbane, which has been held for over 100 years. Exploring the streets of Melbourne and the beautiful graffiti. Bottom: On the way to the royal botanical gardens.
Exploring Australia

Top: Southbank in Melbourne
Bottom: On the Great Ocean Road!

Top: City view from 80+ floors!
Bottom: In front of the Great Ocean Road sign with our rental car for the weekend, the “Pink Panther”
We saw wild koalas on our way as well as plenty of waterfalls! Good thing there were signs reminding us to drive on the left side of the road, because my Texan friend may have forgotten otherwise! :D
Snorkeling and scuba diving (with my new certification!) at the Great Barrier Reef! Top: On a sand island a 2 hour boat ride away from the coast at the reef  
Bottom: sting ray!  
Top: Swimming with a Maori Wrasse! We dove to a 15m depth.  
Bottom: Reef Sharks and more coral!
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